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It Always takes

Everything
“No one who puts a hand to the plow and looks
back is fit for service in the kingdom of God." Luk.
9:62. This is the response Jesus Christ gave to a
man who committed to follow Him, but upon one
condition, only after saying goodbye to his family.
This surely has to be one of the hard sayings of our
Lord Jesus Christ in the Bible. Sometimes I wonder
why the man was not allowed to perform a very
legitimate and honourable duty. What is wrong
with trekking some few kilometres back home to
bid farewell to the family, you may ask? It seems so
simple but yet, according to Jesus Christ, it was not
the right thing to do. God who is Omniscient knows
why but we could also assume that going to his
family to perform a responsible act could also
completely truncate his commitment to follow
Jesus Christ. It was therefore better for him to give
practical effect to his decision to follow Christ
immediately rather than going back to the family
to say goodbye.
His problem was simple. We cannot attach an
addendum of conditions in our commitment to
serve Jesus Christ. The Christian faith is not
practiced at our leisure and pleasure, neither is it
done at our convenience and comfort. It takes
sacrificing everything to serve the Lord, no half
measures and no half heartedness. We either give
everything or nothing at all in the Lord’s service.
The requirement is 100% commitment and loyalty.
On the other hand, 99.9% is deficient and grossly
inadequate. That was the golden rule in time past
and this is the golden rule today. The commitment
of the poor Widow in Luk. 21:1-4, has set a global
benchmark which earned her a mention in the
Holy Scriptures. Other people of means gave a
fraction, but she gave everything she had to live
on, not 99.9% but 100%, even though it was some
few copper coins. Who can ever beat this record?
It can only be equaled but can never ever be
erased. It is said that records are meant to be
broken, but this one cannot. It always takes
everything!
In Matt. 13:44, Jesus Christ likened the kingdom of
God to a man searching for hidden treasure. When
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he found one, he sold everything to buy the field
that contained the treasure he found. The value of
the treasure was worth his selling all and all. It
always takes everything to serve the Lord. Nothing
else was of more value but that treasure. In verses
45 & 46 of the same chapter, the kingdom of God
was again likened to a merchant looking for pearls.
When he found one of great value, he sold
everything to buy the pearl. Foxes may have their
dens, birds may have their nest and the Son of Man
has no place to lay his head, yet the command to
follow Him remains sacrosanct and inviolable. We
follow Him not for what we get from Him, but for
who He is, our Redeemer, Saviour and Lord who
deserves everything. It always takes everything to
serve the Lord.
There is only one kingdom and there can only be
one King who deserves our very best as the least

We cannot attach an addendum
of conditions in our commitment
to serve Jesus Christ. The Christian
faith is not practiced at our leisure
and pleasure, neither is it done
at our convenience and
comfort.

reported may be more than is reported. The spiral
effect of the recession is colossal as food bills,
hospital bills, school fees, and other needs cannot
be met, and with its attendant consequences. This
is not politics but the reality that Nigerians are
confronted with.
In the midst of all these, we must not cast away our
hope and confidence in God, that is why the story of
the poor widow remains our benchmark. No
situation should make us let go of the plow. The
mission fields are also waiting for God’s
intervention through us. Our God will surely come
through for us. Let us look up to Jehovah Jireh who
provides. We shall shout Beer Lahai Roi , for "I have
seen the One who sees me." God sees us in our
situation however terrible and pathetic it may be.
He will come and save us. Let our knees not buckle
under pressure. Let our hands not grow weary in
battle. I say to you today, "The Lord shall come and
save us." Serving the Lord is worth giving everything
and in the MSL, we shall give everything to serve
and discharge His purpose for the nations, NO
MATTER WHAT!

we can give to Him. In Nigeria, the capacity of
people to give to godly causes is decreasing and a
significant part of our calling as mission mobilisers
in the MSL has to do with giving our energy, time
and material resources for the salvation of nations.
The giving in many chapters is dwindling. The
recession has taken a toll on our pockets and
wallets. I heard on radio yesterday when the
President of the Labour union in one of the States
asserted that the State Government has not paid
some of his members for 21 months, which is just
three months shy of two full years. This is the sad
story in most States in Nigeria even though it is in
various degrees. This has seriously impacted on
people's capacity to procure even basic necessities
of life. The suicide rate in Nigeria has increased
because of the economic debacle. What is not

The Missions Supporter, has been re-christened THE MISSIONS MOBILISER. The change is predicted on the need to identify a nomenclature that
succinctly describes the intent of publishing the periodical, to act as a potent tool of mobilising the Church for involvement in frontier missions, as
we share the experiences of MSL Chapters and mission programmes in general. At the end of reading every edition, it is our earnest prayer that the
reader is mobilised to get involved in missions, and for those who are involved already, our desire is that they are encouraged to do more.

From Lafia to Northern Ghana

Ongoing construction work of the
church auditorium.

MSL Lafia Chapter has remained consistent in providing prayer, material and financial support to its adopted field in
Northern Ghana, working in partnership with Mission House International (MHI). The people group on the adopted
field are known as the Frafras in Natinga, Zongoiri, North of Ghana. The Chapter embarked on the construction of a
building that will serve as church auditorium and training facility for the community. The project when completed will
provide a befitting worship centre for the people and will also serve as a converging point for the community where
they will be exposed to the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. Some part of the building will also be used as a skills
acquisition centre.
The Chapter recently provided the sum of N300,000.00 to carryout the next phase of the construction covering
carpentry work for doors and windows. The sum of N100,000.00 was also provided as upkeep for the second
generation missionaries currently overseeing the work which is being supervised by the National Director of Mission
House International (MHI), Ghana, Bro. Akase Akpenpuun.

Envisioning Undergrads in FUTA

Participants at the Conference

Pastor Olusegun Babatunde Ajayi,
Chaplain Chapel of Faith, FUTA,

Prof. Abraham Taiwo
Official of MSL Ondo State Council

Over 90 students drawn from several fellowship groups in the Federal
University of Technology, Akure (FUTA) gathered at the University's
Chapel of Faith on 26th August 2017 to be part of the New Frontiers, the
youth ministry of the Missions Supporters League (MSL).
This year's theme was 'Thy Kingdom Come' taken from Mathew 6:10. The
main speaker Pastor Tayo Ojuerumi spoke passionately on the need for
participants to take the Gospel of Jesus Christ to every nation, a task
which every Christians should get involve in. To God's glory 8 persons gave
their lives to Christ during the programme, while 23 responded to the
missions call by enrolling for the Xplore class which is a locally adapted
missions training course for young people.

Pastor Tayo Ojuerumi
Founder, Desires of Nations, Akure

Guest Speaker

During the programme the students were practically engaged in praying for the
unreached nations, watched a missions video clip and several other activities that
challenged them on the urgent need for them to get involved in missions starting
from were they are currently.
Other resource persons during the programme were Pastor Olusegun Babatunde
Ajayi, Chaplain Chapel of Faith, FUTA, Elder Willy Atoye, Arch. Abraham Taiwo,
Hycienth Ike, the Zonal Mobilization Officer(ZMO), MSL Zone 6 and Thomas Ajayi,
MSL Youth Mobilization Officer(YMO).
The excited youths left the venue of the programme with seeds of missions
deposited in their hearts to be watered and nurtured by the Spirit of God as they
journey through numerous and diverse courses of life.
-Hycienth Ike reporting from Akure

MSL SABO CHAPTER HOSTS A BREAKFAST AWARENESS
Early in the morning at about 7am over 50 of our invited guests
with 9 children gathered at Rhema Training Centre, Nyerere
Road, Narayi High Cost, Kaduna to attend the Breakfast
Awareness organised by MSL Sabo Chapter, Kaduna State.
Shaking off the early morning sluggishness, they came to hear
what God is doing in the nations and how they can get involved in
practical ways.
The programme was rich in content with the major highlight
being an update from Sabo Chapter's adopted field in Niger State
where we have the Kamberi people. The report was presented
by the National Director of Cave Missions, Pastor Steve Shomide,
one of the MSL partnering agencies. He spoke about the
progress and challenges faced by the missionaries on the field
and how God has helped them tremendously to move the work
forward. He appreciated the strategic support between MSL
Sabo Chapter and Cave Mission.
Other highlights include: a missions challenge & presentation of
the MSL vision and mission by Bro. Robert Akpan, MSL Zonal
Mobilization Officer, Zone 1; prayers for Kamberi people group;
missions challenge; fund raising for the adopted field and a
goodwill message from the Chairman MSL Kaduna State Council
Uncle Dan Afuwai. The missions challenge resulted to 20 persons
committing to either give, or pray, or join an MSL Chapter.
-Nathaniel Waguna reporting from Kaduna
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Taking the Vision to
Churches and Fellowships
One of our cardinal objectives in the MSL is
to create missions support awareness in the
Body of Christ. In pursuance of this
objective, Samuel Buba, the Zonal
Mobilisation Officer MSL Zone 2 and his
team have so far visited 56 churches and 5
Fellowship groups to create awareness in
the Zone made up of Plateau, Benue,
Bauchi, Gombe and Nasarawa States. From
these visits to churches and fellowship
groups, they were able to expose about
4,457 church members and over 500 church
leaders to the MSL vision. Similarly, over
300 youths in various youth groups were
also exposed to the MSL vision and mission.

Samuel Buba

MSL ONDO STATE COUNCIL INAUGURATED
After several months of praying, consultations and planning, the inauguration of the Ondo State Council of the
Missions Supporters League(MSL) took place on 15th June 2017 at the Board Room of the Chapel of Faith,
Federal University of Technology, Akure (FUTA).
The Ondo State Council is made up of the following experienced and distinguished servants of the Lord who
have proven themselves in various other areas of service to God. They are Mr. Ayorinde Ogunruku, Chairman,
Prof. Dapo Fagbenro, Vice- Chairman, Prof.(Mrs) Ibiyinka Fuwape, Treasurer. The other members are: Dr.
Akinyele Odetola, Arch. Abraham Taiwo, Mr. Ibitoye Olalekan, Mr. Dotun Adenigbo and Mr. Ojo Lekan.
Mr. Hycienth Ike who is the Zonal Mobilization Officer (ZMO), Zone 6 serves as Secretary to the Council.
The inauguration was performed by Mr. Jimkuta Sanda the Deputy International Director, Services in the
International Office of the MSL. After sharing from the word of God, he charged the State Council to see their
appointment as a priviledge and a call to serve God and not the MSL. He also took the members through an
induction training covering the following areas: Roles and responsibilities of Council Members; effective
Chapter Operations; MSL Constitution; functions of State Councils and functions of the Zonal Mobilization
Officer (ZMO).
Giving his acceptance speech and vote of thanks, the Chairman Mr. Ayorinde Ogunruku, encouraged the
members to see this opportunity given to them as Service to God and therefore, prayed that they will trust God
to help them as they serve as members of the MSL Ondo State Council. He also thanked the MSL for the
opportunity given to Him to serve in the capacity of Chairman.

Mobilizing

NCCF

Members

Camps in four states to create missions awareness
among Christian Corpers. He also attended the
National Conference of the NCCF in the month of
October 2017 in Jos. By these outings Buba and his
team of Chapter members were able to expose
about 7,000 NCCF members to missions. We pray
that the seed of
missions planted
in their hearts
will
some day
In furtherance of this strategic partnership, Samuel
Buba, the Zonal Mobilisation Officer MSL Zone 2, germinate and
had the opportunity to visit 4 NYSC Orientation produce fruit.
Nigerian Christian Corpers Fellowship (NCCF) have
over the years given the MSL the opportunity to
create awareness on our work during their annual
conferences and this has facilitated the
engagement of several NCCF members joining the
MSL staff team after their service year. This
partnership has contributed immensely to the
advancement of God's Kingdom in the nations.

ECWA English Service Kamazou played host to MSL Kamazou Chapter on 27th July 2017 to do missions awareness during the Youth Week of Prayer. Dadik Joseph
presented the message and spoke about the MSL vision, mission and strategies of mobilizing support for missionaries and missions organizations working among
unreached people groups. He also told the church members numbering about 352 how they can use their time, resources and skills to advance God's Kingdom in
the nations of the earth. After the meeting, it became apparent that the message had resonated with the members of the Church as they desired more of such
visits.

A CAMP MEETING IN THE EAST

Other highlights of the meeting
featured the Xplore presentations
by the MSL Explore team led by
Thomas Ajayi, which had a great
impact on the youths and left then
asking for more of such
programmes. There were also
theater groups from Christian
Evangelistic Mission and
Generational Changers from
Assemblies of God Church,
Umudibia that featured during the programme. In
addition, various coral groups such as the CEM National Choir, Generational
Hanger’s Choir and other gospel artists performed during the meeting. The
participants also took part in sports and the last night of the programme was
used for prayers and intercession for the church, the nations and missions in
general.

MSL New Frontiers Conference in Owerri, which took place between 30th
August to 2nd September, 2017 at Graceland Christian Center, Uratta, Owerri
North Local Government Area of Imo State, witnessed an attendance of over
100 young men and women from the South East and South South Zones of
the country.
The meeting was a collaboration with Calvary Ministries (CAPRO) South East
Zone, WREHLS Youth Ministries, The Evangelizer’s Team Ministries
International (TETMI) and Christian Evangelistic Mission. The theme was
“The Daniels of Generation Xplus- God’s Light Bearers in the Present Dark
World." The goal of the meeting was to
raise and mobilize youths from various
denominations, to understand the purpose
and programme of God for the nations.
The programme featured among other
things biblical talks and exposition from
seasoned speakers that include Apostle
John Obono MBTTI, Jos, Pastor Onuegbu
Jallath Founder WREHLS Youth Ministries
Owerri, Rev. (Dr.) David Umuneh TETMI
and Pastor (Dr.) Primus Ukah (West Africa
Theological Seminary Owerri). Other resource persons who facilitated
different aspects of the programme are, Bro. Dan Chioke CAPRO, Rev. (Dr.)
Christian Chukwuma CEM, Pastor Nwogu Ifeanyichukwu ZMO MSL Zone 4
and Thomas Ajayi.

It was indeed a refreshing time in the presence of
God as the participants requested the organisers
to make the programme a yearly event. Young
men and women were envisioned and recharged
to see the accomplishment of the Great
Commission as a personal task and most of them
left the Conference resolved to deploy their lives
in making Jesus Christ known in nations of the
earth.
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XPLORE- GOD'S WORD, GOD'S
WORLD AND GOD'S WORK!
Don't let the excitement of youth cause you to
forget your Creator. Honor Him in your youth
before you grow old and say, "Life is not
pleasant anymore" (Eccl 12:1 NLT).

What is Xplore?
Have you heard of "Xplore"? Xplore is a
programme of the Centre for Mission
Mobilization, USA. The contextualized Nigeria
version of Xplore is adapted by Missions
Supporters League (MSL) and packaged to
envision Nigerian youths to pursue God's global
purpose of preaching the gospel of the Kingdom
in the entire world as a witness to all the nations.
We do this through mobilization, school
outreaches and missions focused gospel concerts.
Our core activity is the 6-lesson study aimed at
exposing participants to God's Word, God's World

And God's Work. After the study, participants are
taken for short-term mission field visits so that
they can be exposed to the practical mission field
experience which we envisage will help them take
decision on which aspect of mission work to be
involved in as goers, senders, welcomers,
advocators, or mobilizers. The Xplore programme
also encourages and engages participants to pray
for missionaries and mission work generally.

Xplore on the Plateau
God has helped us to have success with some
youths consciously living their lives in fulfilling the
Great Commission (Matt 24:14) in every sphere of
influence they find themselves. Here are few
highlights from our 2017 Xplore programmes.

Mrs Nosa Tukura; MSL Deputy International Director (DID) Resource &
Development praying with the participants during training in Zawan

At our first training for
the year which held
between 24th-25th
March 2017, in Jos,
Plateau State 6 persons
came for the training
organized at Christian
Unity Ministry, Tudun Wada.
The facilitation was led by
Victor Bende, Xplore Team
Leader as he led participants
through the session on :God's
World.
A second Xplore training held at College of Health
Zawan also in Plateau State from 12th to 13th
May 2017 and this time the number of
participants increased to 15 students.

The Zull with Love
They were taken through the study by a team of
facilitators made of mainly
graduands of the Ist class of
Xplore participants. Most of
the successful participants
in the two trainings were
exposed to a mission field
experience to Zull field, in
Bauchi State between 19th 21st May 2017. The Mission
Field Exposure Program
(MEP) was led by Joy
Afuwai, Research and
Community Development
Officer (RCDO) with the
MSL National Office, Abuja
and Thomas Ajayi, the MSL
Youth Mobilization Officer
(YMO). It was a time of great
refreshing for the Xplore travelling team and a
total paradigm shift for the participants as they
caught the passion for reaching the unreached
through their interaction with the community.
They also saw the darkness and bondage people
without Christ are living in. They also resolved to
intentionally engage persons in their various
spheres of influence with a view to helping them
understand the role they can play in the
fulfillment of the Great Commission.

Taking a ride to the West
In an effort to spread the Xplore programme to
western Nigeria, Xplore trainings were held for
students of the Lagos State University (LASU) and
Federal University of Technology Akure (FUTA)
students between the 24th-25th June and 27th28th August respectively. A total of 8 persons in
Lagos and 23 in Akure participated in the
programme. Plans are ongoing to take successful
Xplore graduands for MEP and we trust God for
support and open doors in various Churches,
Institutions, Organizations, Fellowships and
families in different States. Through these
trainings, hearts of many youths in Nigeria have
been set ablaze to fulfilling the Great Commission
through their professions, vocations, using their
talents and gifts in any sphere God has called
them to Occupy till He comes(Luke19:13)
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The Call!
Are you a youth, gifted, talented, full of energy,
rearing to go and seeking God’s will to be done on
earth? Then, consider joining the XPLORE TEAM
to discover God’s heart for His world and your
purpose in it.
* Be part of Xplore training programme.
* Go on a short-time mission field visit
* School Outreaches
* Mission focused Gospel Concerts
* Join in praying for the Nations.
For further enquiry, contact: 08088827882
e-mail: mslnewfrontier@gmail.com.

Thomas Ajayi
MSL Youth Mobilisation Officer

A Bouncing Baby for Xplore Team Leader
We give thanks to God for the
blessing of a new born baby to the
family of Mr Victor Bende, the
leader of Nigeria Xplore Team on
11th September, 2017. It was an
awesome fellowship when some
Xplore team members visited him
and his wife Mrs Nazareth Bende
and the new Xplorer.All glory to
our Lord Jesus Christ.

Terna Neriah Chibundum Bende Left-Right: Gampang, Sandra, Victor, Felicity
(with Terna), Nazareth, Thomas

An Awareness Visit to NYSC Orientation Camp
Nathaniel Waguna, MSL Zonal Mobilization Officer
(ZMO), Zone 3 was at the National Youth Service
Corps (NYSC) Orientation Camp, Kaduna on 4th
August 2017. He spoke to Nigerian Christian
Corpers Fellowship (NCCF) members and officials
on how they can be instruments in the hands of the
Lord both now and in the future to spread the
Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ among unreached
people groups through prayers, giving and the

strategic use of their time. Nathaniel Waguna
delivered the message at the NYSC Orientation
camp. 173 NCCF members were present during the
programme and we believed that the Holy Spirit
will cause them to act in various ways in obedience
to the command of our Lord Jesus Christ in Mathew
28: 18-20 to go into the whole world to preach the
Gospel.

FROM KORO FIELD TO ZARIA CITY
the Chapter. Like Apostle Paul, he further urged them to do more because
their involvement is adding value in reaching the Koro people group. He
specifically requested that the Chapter helps in acquiring a piece of land to
be used to build a Church and the mission base, in addition to the school fees
of children converts and their up-keep.

The partnership between MSL Chapters and frontier missionaries is not only
enhanced when the Chapter members visit their adopted mission field but
also strengthened when the missionaries visit the Chapter. This was the case
when Solomon John of MAFA Missions in Koro field, Minna, Niger State
visited MSL A. B.U. Chapter. This was the first time Chapter members will be
meeting face to face with their adopted missionary, someone they had
prayed for, supported materially and spoken to on phone but never met
physically. Solomon did not know what to expect too, but there was
heightened excitement at the Chapter meeting held on 4th September, 2017
where the partners and missionary met for the first time.

At the end of his presentation, the Chapter members were so encouraged
and enthused to go all the way in standing with the missionary and his team
in ensuring that the light of salvation shines on the people group. The
brethren prayed for the missionary and gave him cash gifts for the work and
his family. Solomon returned to his field encouraged and resolved to fully
discharge the Lord's mandate on the field.

At the meeting, Solomon gave an encouraging report of the on going work,
the challenges and prospects on the field and appreciated the partnership of

Industrial Training Fund (ITF) Chapter Awareness
with them. The programme was a wakeup call to many of the members of
the Chapel as they were found wanting in their commitment to God's
mission of taking the Gospel to the ends of the earth.

The MSL ITF Chapter, located in Jos, Plateau State is a unique Chapter
that has most of her membership drawn from the staff team of ITF
headquarters. The Chapter holds her meetings on the 1st and 3rd
Tuesdays of the month at the ITF Headquarters Chapel by 2:00Pm during
the office break time. The members are so committed to the cause as a
result of the visionary leadership of the Chapter President Mr. Emma
Bajeh, supported by leaders like Pst. Abiodun Solesi, Mrs. Mindi Clarkson
and Mrs. Rhoda Ochigbo. A very missions minded Chapel has emerged as
a result of the activities and dedication of MSL ITF Chapter members.

As a result of God's dealing during the awareness programme, many of
the members gave out clothes, shoes, bags, and money amounting to
N153,500.00(excluding the clothes, shoes, bags) to the missionaries. The
money and materials were shared among the missionaries present.
Many were convicted during the awareness as members went home with
the burden to support missionaries with the little they have, not waiting
until they have plenty. Virtually all the church membership stood up
during the alter call. The awareness took place between the 14th-17th
March 2017.

The Chapel normally invites the MSL Office in Jos to give a week long
mission awareness in the Chapel. This year's awareness was unique
because it featured four missionaries who shared their experiences in
the field and talked about how the MSL Chapter and Chapel can partner

Surveying Uganda and Rwanda
Christians were willing to embrace
the vision of mission mobilisation if
the right approach was adopted.
Channels of communication were
opened with a view to build on this
until the MSL vision is planted in
Uganda.

Uganda and Rwanda are two important members of the East African sub
region. The former is English speaking, while the later is largely French
speaking. After commencing operations in Kenya, it in the strategic plans
of the International Office to see to the spread of the MSL vision to other
parts of East Africa.. It is with this objective in mind that the International
Director and the Regional Director of MSL in East Africa embarked upon a
trip to Uganda and Rwanda from the 10th - 16th June 2016. The first port
of call was in Kampala, Uganda where a meeting was held with some
Pastors on 11th June
2016, to introduce the
MSL vision. The team
was hosted by Pastor
Ze d e k i a h M a n g e n i
Makumbi, with 35
persons in attendance.
The essence was to feel
the pulse of the Church
on missions issues. It
was an eye opener as

The meeting in Rwanda took place on
14th June 2017 with 16 persons in
attendance and the host was
Ntayomba Bosco, the National Coordinator of Calvary Ministries in Rwanda.
Even though the International Director spoke in English, he had a very
competent interpreter in French who conveyed the message appropriately.
At the end of the meeting, it became apparent to the attendees that
missions mobilisation is the responsibility of the Church. They requested
that the International Director engages them again in another visit in the
near future. Brother Bosco took the team to the Rwandan Genocide
Museum where the horrors and atrocities of the genocide that took place
between the Hutus and Tutsis was documented for posterity.
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The MSL International Director Victor M. Tukura undertook a ministry visit to
MSL United Kingdom from the 10th - 18th July 2017. The objective of the trip
was to provide a platform of fellowship and encouragement to the members. A
meeting anchored by Gbenga Abatan and Segun Fagboyo was held on
Saturday,15th July 2017 in London and a comprehensive appraisal of the work
was done after which the way forward was charted for MSL activities in the U.K.
The second major highlight of the visit is the International Director's trip to
Birmingham to see Dr. Hannah Ibanga and the staff team of the adopted work of
MSL U.K, which is Neighbours International, an arm of WEC International, U.K.
The meeting with Neighbours International was hosted by their staff, John and
his wife at their residence in Walsall, Birmingham. In attendance was Suleiman
who coordinates an aspect of the ministry. Critical issues on the partnership
with MSL was discussed and committed to the Lord in prayers for a fruitful work
in the U.K. In closing, prayer were offered for a fruitful collaboration between
MSL and Neighbours International.

2ND BAUCHI CHAPTER
VISIT TAKALAFIYA
Recently the 2nd Bauchi Chapter of MSL went on a visit to her adopted mission field
in Takalafiya, a village in Lapai Local Government in Niger State where Gospel Balm
Missions is working among the Gbagyi and Fulani people groups in this area. The
Chapter embarked on a field survey to find out the felt needs of the field, the
community and missionaries. They discovered that one of the needs of the field was
to finish an uncompleted church building. The Chapter took up the responsibility to
provide funds for the ceiling and wiring of the building. The team also gave some food
items and other materials to the missionaries working among the two people
groups. They also saw the need for the provision of potable water in the community
and has commenced the project of sinking a borehole. These will have far reaching
consequences on Gospel work in the field as it demonstrates the love the Lord has for
them in touching their lives in this area of need. Pray that the Lord will give them
grace to embrace Christ firmly and the boldness to continue to resist attempts by
other religions to entice them with money and material possessions. The visit was a
great encouragement to the converts and missionaries.

Boundless Love
The Kumo Chapter of MSL have put their hands on the plough and resolved
not to turn back. The Chapter has for the past four years been in
partnership with Calvary Ministries (CAPRO), supporting the work among
the Pere people of Tango Local Government Area of Adamawa State.
Prayer, financial and material support to the work has been regular and has
also enabled the missionaries to stay focused labouring on the field.

threatening them with all kinds of deprivations if they dare accept the
Good news of our Lord Jesus Christ.

Passion for the salvation of the Pere people has made the Kumo Chapter to
build a four-bedroom flat mission base on the field. When the Chapter
visited and saw the challenge of reluctance of the people in responding to
the Gospel, they prayed fervently and have continued to pray for their
The missionaries labouring among the Pere people are burdened that their salvation.
effort to reach the people is slow in bearing manifest fruits. They have used
various strategies over the years to reach the Pere with the Gospel and the Their recent visit to the field with welfare materials and allowances
church is still emerging. However, the people are warm and hospitable but brought joy and happiness to the missionaries. To the glory of God, the
very difficult to penetrate due to the influence of other religions. The team returned to Kumo safely. Please pray along with the Chapter that the
people are constrained by pressure from other religious groups Gospel will penetrate the hearts of the people and flourish on this mission
field.

INAUGURATION OF MSL LAGOS STATE COUNCIL
The Lagos State Council of the Missions Supporters League (MSL) was inaugurated on 7th June 2017, at the Meeting
Room of the Centre for Nigerian General Studies, Lagos State University, (LASU). The Council which is chaired by Prof.
Biodun Akinpelu is made up of twelve members, with Barr. Akin Adewopo and Jonathan Ojo as Treasurer and
Secretary respectively.
The inauguration was performed by Jimkuta Sanda, the Deputy International Director (Services). He took his main text
from John 15:15 & 16 and highlighted the following points: No Council Member choose himself or herself for God's
service; MSL did not have the capacity to choose anyone for God's service; God calls and chooses whom He wants to
use for His work; God calls us to bear fruit that will abide; God collaborates with us to carry out His agenda on earth.
He thereafter prayed and formally dedicated the Council to the Lord committing them to God grace as the pilot the
affairs of MSL in Lagos State.
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Mrs Doris Mallo:
A Teacher and Missions Mobiliser.
Plateau State and became a member of the 5th
Jos Chapter.

Doris joined the MSL in 1998 after attending a
Missions Awareness Programme at ECWA
Goodnews Church, Ahmadu Bello Way, Jos in

A teacher by profession, Doris commenced her
career in 1982 and taught in many Secondary
Schools. She carved a niche for herself as a
thorough tutor and her dedication to duty earned
her the responsibilities of Vice Principal and
thereafter Principal, at various stages before
being appointed as a Director in the Plateau State
Ministry of Education. The diligence and
administrative dexterity she displayed in
discharging her responsibilities made her rise to
the peak, as she was elevated to the position of
Permanent Secretary, a role she played creditably
in the Ministry of Science & Technology, Ministry
of Mineral Development, Ministry of Youth
Development, Office of Head of Service,
Teacher's Service Commission and Civil Service
Commission. She retired recently in August 2017
after putting in 35 years of meritorious service.
Her retirement thanksgiving service was a full
fledged missions awareness programme in which
all the monetary gifts she received was sent to the
mission field, an act that exhibits her devotion to
frontier missions.

A dedicated missions mobiliser, Doris is a first
generation MSL member and has spent almost
twenty years partnering with missionaries as they
seek to establish the Lordship of Jesus Christ in
many nations. She started with the 5th Chapter
in Jos and later moved to the ITF Chapter.
Presently, she is the President of the Rantya
Chapter and through her leadership, impact is
being made on their adopted mission fields in
partnership with missionaries. Doris personally
adopted one of the children of the missionaries
on their mission field, to live with her and is
presently sponsoring his training in the Federal
College of Education in Pankshin, Plateau State.
A Lieutenant in the Girls Brigade, Doris is a faithful
member of the COCIN Church LCC State Low Cost,
Jos, where she fellowships with her husband,
Saleh a retired Federal Civil Servant. They are
blessed with six children, Ucham, Ubwas, Uhwet,
Uram, Samuel and Bwehsunshak and have nine
grand children. Doris desires to spend more of her
time in retirement to serve the Lord and crossing
the threshold of 60 years is no deterrent to her
resolve.

Wedding Galore.

Nomsey & Frances

Huleji & Rosemary.

Micah & Precious

Nomsey got wedded to Frances at St. Edmund's
Church in the United Kingdom on 29th April, 2017.
Nomsey is the son of The Revd & Prof. (Mrs) Gideon
Para-Mallam. Gideon is the Vice Chairman of the
Board of Trustees of MSL and the Regional Secretary
of the International Fellowship of Evangelical
Students (EPSA). The Board, Council, Management
and Staff of MSL wish the Para-Mallams a wonderful
marriage experience as they settle down to family life.

It was a memorable day for Victor & Nosa
Tukura, the MSL Vision Pioneers as their son
Huleji got wedded to Rosemary on 25th
March 2017, at the Ornate Pavilion in Jos,
Plateau State. It was a gathering of all
segments of MSL. The Board, Council,
Management and Staff of MSL congratulates
the newly wed and wish them a blissful
marriage life as the settle down to start
another generation of mission mobilisers.

Micah got wedded to Precious at the COCIN
Headquarters Church in Jos, on 18th March 2017.
Micah, a Lawyer, is a committed MSL member of
good standing and has on various occasions
served in the Chapter Exco. When he was a
student and there was no Zonal Director for MSL
Plateau Zone, Micah made himself available to
act as Zonal Director until a substantive staff was
posted. The leadership and Staff of MSL wish the
Adajis a splendid marriage life.

Deji & IB

Wedding bells rang again in the family of Rev.
& Prof. Gideon Para-Mallam when Deji got
wedded to their daughter Ibemanom (IB) on
13th July 2017, at St. Michael's Church,
Windhill, Bishop Stortford, Hertfordshire,
United Kingdom. The Board, Council,
Management and Staff of MSL congratulates
the Jaiyesimis as they start a beautiful life as
husband and wife. The entire MSL family
rejoices with the Para-Mallams for the double
wedding celebrations of their children.
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'WATERING' THE DESERT LANDS
pray that the old and new converts
will be properly disciple. Pray also for
those yet to accept the gospel, that
the Lord will reveal Himself to them.

From Tamou to Burkina Faso

Taking off from Gwagwalada
The Gwagwalada Chapter of MSL embarked on
a field visit to two mission fields in Niger
Republic and Burkina Faso between the 6th and
14th of June 2016. It was an exciting time for
the team which took off from Gwagwalada to
Niamey in Niger Republic by road driving for
many hours. As we journeyed through several
communities and interacted with people, I
realised further the need to share God's love
with those that have not heard the Gospel and
the large number of those yet to receive Jesus
Christ as Lord. On arrival in Tamou, Niger
Republic, the missionaries with their family
members received us warmly.

On the second day, the team travelled
from Tamou for about 3 hours to
Gidan Sabo in Burkina Faso to offer
free medical services and hold an
open air crusade. On getting there,
the villagers who had trekked for
about five hours were already waiting
at the venue. We started with an open
air crusade and prayers before commencing
the medical outreach. The people were
attended to by medical personnel in our team
and they received free drugs and counselling as
well.
As we ministered to the people, we also
observed that the community is in dare need of
an educational institution and other basic
social amenities like a dispensary and portable
water. At the end of the day, we had 261
persons who benefitted from the medical
outreach out of which 38 of them surrendered
their lives to Jesus Christ.

Outreach at Gidan Jagure
The people in Tamou speak Guoruomach and
are predominantly
M o s l e m s w i t h a fe w
Christians. We held our first
outreach in Tamou with
218 people in attendance,
out of which 53 persons
gave their lives to Jesus
Christ. In addition to this,
there were already some
converts needing to be
trained as disciples. Please

The last outreach took place in Gidan Jagure in
Niger Republic. It was
another uplifting
experience meeting a
new set of people
with different cultural
practices, religion,
and language. These
people left their
vocations and homes
to hear the gospel of
our Lord Jesus Christ.

Victor M. Tukura

Nosa I. Tukura

Hon. Justice Clara Ogunbiyi

Vision Pioneer

Co- Vision Pioneer

Chairperson Board of Trustees

Just like the other locations, the people were
already seated before we got there. A member of
the team presented the Gospel to them in Hausa
which was interpreted to them in Guoruomach
language by one of the missionaries. A total of
215 persons received medical attention and 26 of
them accepted Jesus Christ as Saviour.

The Harvest
The total number of converts both in Niger
Republic and Burkina-Faso was 117. The
outreach ended with a retreat in Tamou, which
was anchored by the local Pastors of Eglise Vie
Abundante, the mission agency working in
partnership with Missions Supporters League
(MSL) in Niger Republic. The retreat was to reawaken and to further equip Christians for the
task ahead in Niger Republic and Burkina-Faso.
The Pastors were also encouraged to love their
wives more and to carry them along in ministry.

Back to Base
As the team returned back to Gwagwalada, it
became apprehend that the mighty hand of God
had touched every member. We urge you to pray
for the missionaries and the new converts in
these fields for the increase of God's grace on
their lives, and that they will grow into maturity
as children of the Most High.
- Susan Aruoture reporting

The Missions Supporters League (MSL) is a Movement of Christians
united in PARTNERSHIP with frontier missionaries for the purpose of
fulfilling the Great Commission. MSL Chapters are established in
various towns, cities and countries to mobilise the Church into crosscultural missions involvement and to facilitate the establishment of
Christian witness in the nations. Membership is open to all believers
in Christ who have a living relationship with Him and subscribe to
world evangelism.
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Dr. Talemo W. Dah

Prof. Jacob Jatau

Vice Chair, Board of Trustees
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